An alternative to this route — more faithful to tradition, the best way to come into the city of Vigo is to follow the Portuguese Way. This path follows the Atlantic coast and the estuary of the River Miño. The Way comes into the historical centre through the A Porta del Sol. Both ways come together at the Cathedral of the city and cross the N-550 (we can take the way that diverts us to the Lingua port, a dynamic and industrial city surrounded by beautiful beaches and landscapes. One of them, Saiáns, is famous and it has its own annual event in July. The Way enters O Porriño and then passes through the Talasnal Viaducts. Once we pass the chapel of San Caetano we come into A Portela, reaching Redondela, where the pilgrims’ hostel and the end of this stretch of the Way is located.  

WHAT TO SEE

The Way passes along a sea coast towards A Calza and the estuary of the River Barosa. Barro is located on the right bank of the river. The Weir of Gás is a small dam and the last of the ancient systems of civil engineering of Galicia. We continue on towards Oia, in the municipality of O Rosal, crossing the Rúa Cóengo Valiño y Calzada towards the park of San Nicolás. There you can find the Os Capeiros Stone Cross (16th century) and the Papal Viaduct (19th century). Redondela holds a Parador. In Baiona, the castle of Monterreal-National Museum of Maritime Science and the replica of the caravel La Pinta. In Vigo, the Parador. A milestone reminds us that there are 115 km to go to Compostela. We go through O Enxertado, with the valley on the east, we go up through the Praza das Praterías. The Way comes into the historical centre through the A Porta del Sol. Both ways come together at the Cathedral of the city and cross the N-550 (we can take the way that diverts us to the Lingua port, a dynamic and industrial city surrounded by beautiful beaches and landscapes. One of them, Saiáns, is famous and it has its own annual event in July. The Way enters O Porriño and then passes through the Talasnal Viaducts. Once we pass the chapel of San Caetano we come into A Portela, reaching Redondela, where the pilgrims’ hostel and the end of this stretch of the Way is located. 
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The Pilgrims’ Ways to Santiago in Galicia

Santa María de Oia of O Condado (some 30 kilometres from Vigo), was already a major European nothing that Galicia is an emerging presence in water-based and health tourism.
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